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Commonwealth Legal moves Canadian 
eDiscovery securely into the Cloud 

TORONTO, ON, CANADA – March 1, 2012 – COMMONWEALTH LEGAL, Canada’s only ISO 9001 quality-

certified service provider for evidence management and litigation support solutions, officially 

announced today the launch of their eDiscovery | Managed Services offering – a service that will allow 

law firms and corporations to securely manage and review their electronic data in the cloud. 

eDiscovery | Managed Services from Commonwealth Legal is a customizable solution to support the 

overall management and review of evidence by providing customers with highly-secure access to a 

powerful and scalable litigation support technology “toolkit” – the broadest of its kind in Canada, at a 

predictable fixed monthly rate.  

“Case needs are changing, and the idea that one litigation support technology will work for all cases is 

no longer sustainable. Both law firm and corporate clients are demanding greater capabilities at a more 

cost-effective rate and, in some cases, fixed fee pricing on variable cost services,” says Jennifer Johnson, 

Director of Professional Services at Commonwealth Legal. “eDiscovery | Managed Services offers an 

affordable option that immediately enhances the legal team's capabilities, provides on-demand 

scalability and allows law firms to stay focused on servicing their clients. By managing aspects of the 

technology on their behalf, we are able to empower legal teams to manage their cases in a more 

powerful and effective way than ever before.”  

 “Founded in 2000, Commonwealth Legal was the first full-service litigation support service provider to 

offer web-hosted solutions within a Tier IV Data Center,” says Karen Brookman, President of 

Commonwealth Legal. “We’ve been providing a managed services model to select clients since 2010.  

Based on the success of this model and increasing client demand we decided to expand the offering to 

include all of the web-hosted applications we support. This was a natural progression for us as we simply 

leveraged the systems, policies and processes that we have developed over the past 12 years.” 

Commonwealth Legal’s eDiscovery | Managed Services offering can be purchased on a short or long 

term subscription basis. Software solutions are also available for on-premise installation depending on 

the specific needs of the customer. 
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ABOUT COMMONWEALTH LEGAL 

Commonwealth Legal is the Canadian market leader for evidence management solutions, with a sole 

focus on eDiscovery and litigation support, and has built a strong reputation for its unparalleled 

customer service, quality control levels, expertise and professionalism. With over 10 years of experience 

servicing both Canadian and international markets, Commonwealth Legal offers the most 

comprehensive range of technology solutions and has the largest and most experienced professional 

services team in Canada. As the first company to offer secure, online web-hosting solutions to the 

Canadian legal market beginning in 2000, Commonwealth Legal has been able to develop partnerships 

with the industry's leading software providers including Clearwell Systems, CaseLogistix . In 2008 

Commonwealth Legal proudly became the only ISO 9001 certified ediscovery company in Canada. 

For more information about Commonwealth Legal, visit www.commonwealthlegal.com. 
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